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Prn " ’ Re uest or Leavel. Subject to the Trial Chambers Decision on the _.vsecutton s q fi
to File an Amended Indictment dated the 21/04/05 the Prosecution hereby files
the Amended lndictment. A copy of the decision and the previous proposed

indictment is attached for your reference.

2. This material is to be filed with the registry with immediate service to the judges

and the defence team.

3, Thank you for your attention on this marrer.

4. Sincerely



INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR RWANDA

Case No. ICTR-2000-61-I

THE PROSECUTOR

AGAINST

JEAN-BAPTISTE GATETE

I°

AMENDED INDICTMENT

The Prosecutor of the International C riminal Tribunal for Rwanda, pursuant to the

authority stipulated in Article 17 of the Statute of the International Criminal
" he Tribunal") charges:

Tribunal for Rwanda (the Statute of 

JEAN-BAPTISTE GATETE

With:-
Courir 1 -
Count 2 -
Courir 3 -
Count 4 -
Count 5-
Count 6 -

GENOCIDE; or in the alternative
COMPLICITY IN GENOCIDE;
CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT GENOCIDE;
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY (Extermination);
CRIMES AGAINSOE HUMANITY (Murder), and
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY (Rape), all offences stipulated

in Articles 2, 3 and 4 ofthe Stature ofthe Tribunal.

ll. THE ACCUSED:

1. Jean-Baptiste GATETE was born in 1953 in Rwankuba secteur, Murambi
commune, Byumba préfecture, Rwanda and was bourgmestre of Murambi commune, in
Byumba préfecture, ri’oto 1987 until June 1993. He was a member of the national
congress of the MRND and was active in party politics at both the national and
prefecmral levels. He was dismissed as bourgmestre in 1993 during the administration of
Dismas NSENGIYAREMYE’s Second Multiparty Governmem of 1992 amidst
allegations that he persecuted the Tutsi of Mm-ambi. Thereaffer he was appointed
Directeur in the Ministry of Women and Family Affairs, then headed by Pauline

NYIRAMASUHUKO.



3. Jean-Baptiste GATE TE was also appointed President ofthe MRND in Murambi
commune in June 1993.

4. During the period covered by this indictment, Jean-Baptiste GATETE was an
Interahamwe leader. Though no longer formally affiliated with the local public
administration, he continued to exercise influence over communal police, gendarmes and
civilian militias in Byumba and Kibungo préfectures due to his former status as
bourgmestre of Murambi commune, his national leadership role in the MRND political
party and his leadership status among the interahamwe.

III. CONCISE STATEMENT OF FACTS, including CHARGES:

5. Between 1 January and 31 December, 1994, citizens native to Rwanda were
classified according to the following ethnic or racial classificafions: Tutsi, Hutu, and
Twa.

6. Between 6 April and 17 July 1994, throughout Rwanda, there were widespread or
systematic attacks against a civilian population based on Tutsi ethnic or racial
identification, political opposition, real or perceived, to the MRND, or perceived
sympathies to the Tutsi. As a result of these attacks, large numbers of ethnically or
racially identified Tutsis and of persons perceived to be politically opposed to the
MRND, including moderate Hutus, were killed.

7. During the period covered by this indictment, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, acted
individually or as part of a joint criminal enterprise with the following individuals and
groups: Ret. Col. RWAGAFIRITA, Lt. Col. NYURIYEKUBONA, Lt. MIHIGO,
Emmanuel HABIMANA (Cyasa). Jean de Dieu MWANGE, Celestin SENKWARE, Jean
BIZIMUNGU, Gerard KAYONZA, Jean MPAMBARA, Kigarama Bourgmestre
MUGIRANEZA, Conseiller, Gaspasr KAMALI, Gasigwa KARANGWA, Augustin
NKUNDABAZUNGU, the [nterahamwe, the Forces Armees Rwandaises (FAR), the
Presidential Guard, communal police, civilian militia and others, known and unknown.
The object and purpose of the joint criminal enterprise was to commit genocide and
crimes against humanity targeting the Tutsi racial or etlmical group. In execution of the
joint criminal enterprise Jean Baptiste GATETE acted with members of the enterprise
with the intent to destroy the Tutsi population in whole of in part as well as those
believed to be sympathetic to the Tutsi.

8. Jean-Baptiste GATETE, acted individually or in concert with other members of
the joint criminal enterprise in the following ways:

a. Killed members ofthe Tutsi ethnic group;

b. Trained, indoctrinated, encouraged, provided intelligence to, transported
and distributed arms to members of the Interahamwe. the Arnahindure, "Civil



Defence Forces." and other militiamen who murdered, caused serious bodily and
mental harm, raped and pillaged Tutsi group members;

c. Met with local administrative officials to plan and organize the
distribution of weapons and instigation of civilians to kill and rape Tutsi group
members.

CHARGES:

INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL LIABILITY:
Article 6 (1) of the Statute

9. The accused, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, is individually responsible for the crimes
alleged against him in this indictment under Articles 2, 3, and 6(1/ of the Statute. The
accused planned, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abetted in the
planning, preparafion or execution of these crimes ............ the accused participated
in a joint criminal enterprise. The purpose of this joint criminal enterprise was the
destruction, in whole or in part, of the Tutsi racial or ethnical group in Byumba and
Kibungo prefectures as well as throughout all of Rwanda. To fulfill this criminal
purpose, the accused, acting individually or with others known and unknown,
significantly contributed to the joint criminal enterprise. The crimes enumerated within
this Indictment were within the obj ect of the joint criminal enterprise. Altematively, the
crimes enumerated were natural and foreseeable consequences of the joint criminal
enterprise and the accused and others known and unknown were aware that such crimes
were the likely outcome of the joint criminal enterprise. Despite his awareness of the
foreseeable consequences, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, and others known and unl~own,
kmowingly and willfully participated in the joint criminal enterprise.

Counts 1 and 2: GENOCIDE, or alternatively COMPLICITY IN GENOCIDE:

10. The Prosecutor charges Jean-Baptiste GATETE with GENOCIDE, a crime
stipulated in Article 2 (3)(a) and Article 6(1) of the Stature, in that on or between the
dates of 6 30 April 1994, in Byumba and Kibungoprefectures, Rwanda, Jean-Baptiste
GATETE, with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, the Tutsi racial or ethnical group, or
knowing that other people intended to destroy, in whole or in part, the Tutsi racial or
ethnical group, planned, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abetted
those other people in the planning, preparation, or execution of killing or causing serious
bodily or mental harm to members of the Tutsi group, as outlined in the factual
paragraphs below:



Alternatively,

11. The Prosecutor charges Jean-Bapiste GATETE with COMPLICITY IN
GENOCIDE, a crime stipulated in Article 2 (3)(e) and Article 6(1) of the Statute, in that
on or between the dates of 6 - 30 April 1994, in Byumba and Kibungo prefectures,
Rwanda. Jean-Bapiste GATETE, with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, the Tutsi
racial or ethnical group, or knowing that other people intended to destroy, in whole or in
part, the Tutsi racial or ethnical group, and knowing that his assistance would contribute
to the crime of genocide, planned, instigated, ordered, committed, or otherwise aided and
abetted those other people in the planning, preparation or execution of the killing or
causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the Tutsi group, as ouflined in the

factual paragraphs below;

Count 3: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT GENOCIDE:

12. The Prosecutor charges Jean-Baptiste GATETE with CONSPIRACY TO
COMMIT GENOCIDE, a crime stipulated in Article 2(3)(b) and Article 6(1) 
Statute, in that on or between the dates of 6 - 30 April 1994 in Byumba and Kibungo
préfectures, Rwanda, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with intent to destroy, in whole or in
part, the Tutsi racial or ethnical group, or knowing that other people intended to destroy,

in part, the Tutsi racial or ethical group, conspired by making an agreementin whole or ¯ "
with others, including, but not limited to, local administrative officiais, such as Murambl
bourgmestre. Jean de Dieu MWANGE and Kayonza bourgmestre, Celestin SENKWARE
and various conseillers de secteur, Interahamwe leaders, communal police, and the
political leadership of the MRND at the regional and national levels, including, though
not limited to, members of the Interim Government of 8 Aprit 1994, to kill or cause
serious bodily or mental harm to members of the Tutsi group, as outlined in the factual

paragraphs below:

FACTUAL BASIS FOR COUNTS 1 - 3

Prior to 7 April 1994:

13. Prior to and during April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE met with the

Interahamwe, other influential MRND members, such as Interioi Minister
MUNYiZESi Faustin, MWANGE, NKUNDUBAZUNGU, and BIZIMUNGU among
others, and military officers, met on diverse dates, such as sometime in October 199t and
April 1992, at several locations in Byumba and Kibungo prefectures. Every Friday there
were meetings at Communal Offices attended by Jean Baptiste GATETE during which

weapons were distributed and plans made for containment of Tutsis.

14. Prior to April 1994, as Murambi bourgmestre, Jean-Baptiste GATETE
participated in recruiting, commanding and organizing Murambi commune’s
Interahamwe militia and their military training. Jean Baptiste GATETE regularly

trained and rewarded Interahamwe marksmen for their efforts.



15. Beginning in October 1990, Jean-Baptiste GATETE organized an operation
known as "coup depoing,’" to search homes for weapons and RPF accomplices.
Jean Baptiste GATETE arrested many Tutsi throughout Byumba and the surrounding
areas and imprisoned them or had them killed, some of whom were MASANDI from
Nyabisundu and Panl KABERA from Gabiro, Rwankuba secteur. For exampte, on or
about 30ctober 1990, Jean-Baptiste GATETE with the Interahamwe arrested several
Tutsi, including Jonathan SEBUSANDI and Thomas KAGABO, executed them, and
threw them in a ditch. And on or about 40ctober 1990, Jean-Baptiste GATETE
arrested approximately sixteen people he considered Inkotanyi accomplices, srripped
them of identity cards, and then brought those people to a location where they were all
killed.

April 1994 - Byumba:

16. On or about 6 April until 30 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE assembled the
Interahamwe and planned and participated in the sealing off of all roads and exits
throughout Byumba in communes such as Murambi. As Jean.Baptiste GATETE
circulated around the various roadblocks, he participated in the identification and the
killing of Tutsi civilians by providing lists of names of Tutsi that should not be allowed
through. He ordered others present at the roadblocks to kill those Tutsi, and he also
manned the roadblocks himself. Tutsi were killed by the Interahamwe at roadblocks with
weapons distributed by Jean-Baptiste GATETE.

17. On or about 7 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE held meetings with local
administrative offïcials in various secteurs and cellules of Murambi commune including
Rwankuba, Gakenke, Kiramuzi, Gakoni and Nyabisindu for the purpose of distributing
weapons and instigating civilian militias to exterminate Tutsi civilians whom he blarned

for President Habyarimana’s death. For example, at approximately 2 ana, Jean-Baptiste
GATETE conducted meetings with local administrative officiais in Nyabisindu to
distribute weapons and to instigate civilian militias to kill Tutsi civilians whom he
blamed for President Habyarirnana’s death. Then, at approxirnately 8 ara, Jean-Baptiste
GATETE conducted a meeting in Byumba prefecture, Rwankuba secteur, with local
Interahamwe administrative officiais including Jean de Dieu MWANGE, the new
Murambi bourgmestre, and Conseiller de secteur, Jean BIZIMUNGU to again distribute
weapons and to instigate civilian militias to exterminate Tutsi civilians whom he blamed
for the president’s death. Tutsi were killed with the weapons distributed by Jean-
Baptiste GATETE.

18. During the moming of 7 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE facilitated the
transport of the Interahamwe through various Murambi commune secteurs and cellules,
including Akarambo, Gakoni, Nyabisindu, Kiramuruzi, and Rwankuba, and commanded
the Interahamwe, some of whom were RUPIA, Serena GAUFRAMA and RWASIBO, to
kill the civilian Tutsi. Some examples, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with Murambi
bourgmestre. Jean de Dieu MWANGE, transported a convoy of armed Interahamwe to
Akarambo cellule where GATETE ordered the Interahamwe to bure, loot and pillage
Tutsi homes and to rape and kill civilian TutsL BCS’s family was killed in their
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Akarambo home by the Interahamwe on the orders of Jean-Baptiste GATETE, who
was also present during the killings. Also killed was Aisha MUREKEYISONI, a Tutsi
from Kiramm’zi. Then on or about 8 April, 1994, BAT was raped by two [nterahamwe,
the son of NYAMUHARA and KAREMERA. The Interahamwe raped and killed Tutsl
as a result of the actions of Jean-Baptiste GATETE.

19. On or about 7 April 1994, in Rwankuba, Jean-Baptiste GATETE with Jean
BIZIMUNGU and Gerard KAYONZA, the local President of the Interahamwe, incited
the local population to pillage Tutsi bornes and attack, rape and murder civilian Tutsi.
For example, in Rwankuba, Jean BIZIMUNGU organized attacks against Tutsis with
Gérard KAYONZA, which were then instigated by Jean-Baptiste GATETE who
commanded them to, "Exterminate all the familles [of Tutsi] ...’. The family of AIM
and AIM’s brother and his family were killed among others as a result of Jean-Baptiste
GATETE’s actions.

20. On or about 7 April to 12 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE circulated through
various secteurs of Murambi commune, including Kiramumzi, Gakenke, Rwankuba,
Rubona, and Nyabysindu where he incited and instigated the Interahamwe with a
megaphone, commanding and ordering them to kill Tutsi. For example, on 7 April 1994
in Rwankuba, Jean-Baptiste GATETE instigated the Interahamwe with a megaphone,
telling them to gather other Interahamwe and to start the "work" of killing the Tutsi.
Jean-Baptiste GATETE promised the Interahamwe a reward of cattle when the Tutsi
extermination was completed. As soon as Jean-Baptiste GATETE departed, conseiller
de secteur Jean BIZIMUNGU ordered the Interahamwe to start the killing. The
Interahamwe killed Tutsi civilians as a result of the actions of Jean-Baptiste GATETE.

21. On or about 8 April 1994, at Nyagasambu ata roadblock on the road to
Rwankuba, Jean Baptiste GATETE instigated, and ordered civilians to hunt down and
exterminate Tutsi, including the "baby in the womb." Jean-Baptiste GATETE also gave
the civilian militia dogs to facilitate the hunt. Tutsi civilians were killed as a result of
Jean Bapatiste GATETE’s efforts.

22. On or about I 1 April 1994 Jean-Baptiste GATETE ordered, supervised and
participated in the killings and rapes of civilian Tutsi at Kiziguro paroisse complex, a
church and hospital where thousands of civilian Tutsis had taken refuge. Assisted by
several FAR soldiers armed with rites, Gasigwa KARANGWA and the Kiziguro
Interahamwe leader, NKUNDABAZUNGU, Jean-Baptiste GATETE and lais group of
Interahamwe broke through the portals of the church compound, forced the Tutsi
refugees to exit the church sanctuary, and killed the refugees. A number of refugees were
forced to transport dead Tutsi to a nearby mass grave, then killed and tossed into the
grave. Several thousand civilian Tutsi men, women, and children, including
KALEMERA, the school inspector, MUNANA, a teacher, Claver KARURANGE,
GAPFIZI and BCS’s bother, were slaughtered during the 11 April 1994 Kiziguro
paroisse complex massacre.
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23. On or about and between 12 to 14 April 1994, Jean Batiste GATETE instigated,
commanded and facilitated displaced Hutu peasants to target Tutsi moving southward
through Murambi and Kibungo prefectures. He ordered displace Hutu’s in those regions
to kill the interspersed civilian Tutsi. Tutsi were killed as a result of Jean Baptiste
GATETE’s actions.

April 1994 - Kibungo:

24. On or about 10 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE arrived in Rukara commune
in adjoining Kibungo préfecture and held a meeting with the bourgmestre Jean
MPAMBARA. Thereafter, thousands of Tutsi refugees who took shelter at Rukara
paroisse were ordered to leave the church. When they refused, the Interahamwe armed
with firearms, grenades, machetes and traditional weapons attacked the church and killed

numerous Tutsi civilians.

25. On or about 10 to 11 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with Kayonza
bourgmestre Celestin SENKWARE, transported armed soldiers, and the Interahamwe, fo
Mukarange paroisse compound. Together they attacked the Mukarange paroisse
compound where Tutsi refugees were located Tutsi were raped and killed as a result of
Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions. For exampte: A woman named Odette who was
taking refuge at the Mukarange church, took her child to the toilët outside the compound
and were immediately killed. The parish priest, Father Bosco, asked Jean Baptiste
GATETE to do something to stop the killing. Jean Baptiste Gatete refused.

26. On or about and between, 10 April to 15 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE
arrived in Kayonza commune with a group of armed Interahamwe. Jean-Baptiste
GATETE, with Kayonza bourgmestre Célestin SENKWARE, instigated a crowd
assembled in the bureau communal courtyard. Present in the courtyard were local
residents, including a number of Tutsi women, and the recently arrived Interahamwe. To
instigate those Interahamwe present, Jean-Baptiste GATETE reported that Tutsi
populations in other areas had been decimated, and he commanded the Interahamwe to

tape and then kill Tutsi.

A. On or about and between, 10 ApriI to 15 April 1994, Jean-Bàptiste
GATETE with a group of armed Interahamwe at the Kayonza bureau communal
courtyard ordered the segregation of Tutsi and commanded that the Tutsi be taken
to a mass grave. At the grave, Jean-Baptiste GATETE karate kicked
GATARE’s knee breaking it through. Jean-Baptiste GATETE then ordered the
Interahamwe to kill GATARE, which they did. Tutsi were raped and killed at that
location as a result of Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions.

27. After the rapes and the killings, the Interahamwe retumed to the Kayonza bureau

communal courtyard where Jean-Baptiste GATETE addressed them again, ordering,
and instigating them to go to the adjoining secteurs ofNyarusage, Nkamba and Giparara
to rape and exterminate the remaining Tutsi. Both Jean-Baptiste GATETE and Célestin
SENKWARE provided their vehicles to the Interahamwe to facilitate the attacks. Tutsi

were raped and killed as a result of Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions.
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28. Mid to late April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE arrived in Rulenge, Rukira
comm une with a caravan of armed Murambi communal police, civilian militias and the

bourgmeswes of Kabarondo and Kigarama communes. Jean-Baptiste GATETE
publicly castigated the local residents for not massacring the Tutsi. Jean-Baptiste
GATETE ordered the Interahamwe to rape and kill Tutsi in Rukira, including women

and children. The following morning, those Interahamwe, some of whom were
Emmanuel RUKIRAMAKUBA, EPHRAIM, FABIEN. and RWABIREKEZI, destroyed

Tutsi homes and raped and killed Tutsi civilians in Rukira. For example, Jean-Baptiste
GATETE ordered FABIEN to kill a Ugandan woman who was perceived tobe Tutsi.

Also killed were Vedaste KALISA, Ferdinand SANANE and SANANE’s wife, and
NZOYORI, a girl from Binego.

29. On or about 15 April 1994, at Cyasemakamba, in Kibungo, Jean Baptiste
GATETE briefed his armed men comprising of policemen, and Imerahamwe and then
handed his men and the briefing over to Lt MIHIGO. Thereafter, L~. MIHIGO and those
militia briefed by Jean Baptiste GATETE attacked the Economat, where approximately

400 people were killed.

30. On or about 19 April 1994, at Cyasemakamba, in Kibungo, Jean Baptiste

GATETE, Retired Col. RWAGAFIRITA, Lt. MIHIGO, GACUMBITISI, Jean
MPAMBARA, MUGIRANEZA, Lt. Col. NYURIYEKUBONA, NTAHIMANA, and
RUDAKUBANA and others convened a meeting the purpose of which was to remove
Godffrey RUZINDANA, Kibungo prefect and member of the Social Democratic Party
(PSD). By the end of the meeting RUZINDANA, who was later killed, was replaced with

Huye RUDAKUBANA.

31. On or about the night of 19 April 1994, in Kibungo Jean Baptiste GATETE
attended a security meeting with Ret. SGT. Major RWATORO, Birengo Bourgermester,
NTAHIMANA, Ret. Col. RWAGAFIRITA, Lt. Col. NYURIYEKUBONA, Kayonza
Boargermestre SENKWARE, Kigarama Bourgermestre, MUGIRANEZA and others to

share intelligence regarding the Rwandan Patriotic Front, RPF.

32. On or about 21 April 1994, in Kibungo, Jean Baptiste GATETE and other
authorities organized, ordered and facilitated the Interahamwe militia and soldiers to fight

the RPF at the front.

Count 4: EXTERMINATION as a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY:

33. The Prosecutor charges Jean-Baptiste GATETE with EXTERMINATION as a
CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY, as stipulated in Article 3(b) and Article 6(1) of 
Stature, in that on or between 6 April and 30 April 1994, in Byumba and Kibungo
prefectures, Rwanda, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with intent to participate in the
eliminafion of a number of individuals and knowing that his action was part of a vast

murderous enterprise, planned, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and
abetted in the planning, preparation or execution of the extermination, or killing of any



civilian population as part of a widespread or systematic attack against that civilian
population on national, political, racial, religious or ethnic grounds, as outlined in the

factual paragraphs below:

FACTUAL BASIS FOR EXTERMINATION:

34.

Byumba

Paragraphs 16 through 23 above are incorporated by reference herein.

Kibungo

35. Paragraphs 24 through 28 above are incorporated by reference herein.

Count 5: MURDER as a CRIME AGANST HUMANITY:

36. The Prosecutor charges Jean-Baptiste GATETE with MURDER as a CRIME.

AGAINST HUMANITY, as stipulated in Article 3(a) and Article 6(1) of the Statute, 
that on or between 6 April and 30 April 1994, in Byumba and Kibungo préfectures,
Rwanda, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with intent to kill, planned, instigated, ordered,
committed or otherwise aided and abetted in the planning, preparation or execution or

killing of any civilian population as part of a widespread or systematic attack against that
civilian population on national, political, racial, religious or ethnic grounds, as outlined

in the factual paragraphs below:

FACTUAL BASIS FOR MURDER:

37.

Byumba

Paragraphs 16 through 23 above are incorporated by reference herein.

Kibungo

38. Paragraphs 24 through 28 above are incorporated by reference herein.

bout 12 April 1994, Jean Baptist GATETE, Bourgmestre Jean de Dieu
39. On or a ¯ ~ conducted an
MWANGE, Celestm SENKWARE, communal pohce and Interahamwe,

inspection of identity cards of travelers on the Kibungo road through Kayonza comm une.
Atone roadblock Jean-Baptiste GATETE, several Interahamwe and communal police

including a policeman named Deo, chased AIX’s husband, a Tutsi, and KAMUZINZI, a
Hum moderate and political party opponent, from his car. Jean-Baptiste GATETE
ordered the police to shoot AIX’s husband and KAMUZINZI. The communal policeman
shot and killed them upon orders from Jean-Baptiste GATETE. Thereafter, Jean-
Baptiste GATETE ordered the Interahamwe to kill the occupants of KAMUZINZI’s

driven by MAHMUD. The Interahamwe immediately killed the
vehicle, which was MAHMU]3. Jean-Baptiste GATETE appropriated the vehicle.
occupants including



40. On or about 12 April 1994 in Rutonde Jean-Baptiste GATETE, Celestin
SENKWARE and several others, shot and killed MULINDA, a refugee hiding in a

swamp. Belote and after the time of the killing, Jean-Baptiste GATETE and others

were patroUing the hills and valleys to search out and kill civilian Tutsis.

41. On or about 14 April 1994 in Kayonza commune, Jean-Baptiste GATETE
ordered Interahamwe to kill BUTARE, a businessman. The [nterahamwe, following
Jean-Baptiste GATETE’s orders to kill BUTARE, hacked him to death with machetes

and knives.

Count 6: RAPE as a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY:

42. The Prosecutor charges Jean-Baptiste GATETE with PAPE as a CRIME.

AGAINST HUMANITY, as stipulated in Article 3(a) and Article 6(1) of the Statute, 
that on or between 6 April and 30 April 1994, in Byumba and Kibungo prefectures,
Rwanda, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with the intention that tape occur, planned,
instigated, ordered, committed or otherwi se aided and abetted in the planning, preparauon
or execution or killing of any civilian population as part of a widespread or systemauc
attack against that civflian population on national, political, racial, religious or ethmc

grounds, as outlined in the factual paragraphs below:

FACTUAL BASIS FOR RAPE:

Byumba

43. On or about 8 and 9 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE facilitated the transport
of his civilian militias to the center of Akarambo cellule¯ Jean-Baptiste GATETE
commanded and incited the Interahamwe to attack and rape Tutsi women. On or about 8

April, 1994, BAT was raped by two Interahamwe, the son of NYAMUHAPA and
KAREMERA. On or about 9 April 1994, AVO was raped by an Interahamwe named
KAREPANGABO. The Interahamwe raped Tutsi women in Akarambo cellule.

Kibungo

44. On or about 10 to 11 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with Kayonza
bourgmestre Celestin SENKWARE, transported armed soldiers, and the Interahamwe, to

the Mukarange paroisse compound. Together they attacked the Mukarange paroisse
compound where Tutsi refugees were located. Tutsi were raped and killed as a result of

Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions.

out and between 10 and 15 April 1994, in Kayonza, Jean-Baptiste
45. On or ab ~ ,. ,«TTX~TAP~ ~~vonza bourzmestre, commanded the¯

t~élesun SEl~r~vv~l--~, *~-J o iGATETE, wltta . ’-’-~ "- ~~’e bureau command courtvard. Tuts
Interahamwe to rape Tutsl women assemo~cu ~~, ~*~
women were dragged off by the Interahamwe and raped,
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46. After the rapes and the killings, the Interahamwe retumed to the Kayonza bureau
communal courtyard where Jean-Baptiste GATETË addressed them again, ordering.
instigating and instigating them to go to the adjoining secteurs of Nyarusage, Nkamba
and Giparara to rape and exterminate the remaining Tutsi. Both Jean-Baptiste GATETE
and Célestin SENKWARE provided their vehicles to the Interahamwe to facilitate the
attacks. Tutsi were raped and killed as a result of Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions.

The acts and omissions of Jean-Baptiste GATETE detailed herein are punishable in
reference to Articles 22 and 23 of the Statute.

Date& Arusha, this 113 day of May 2005.

Hassan Bubacar Jallow
The Prosecutor.
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The Prosecutor v Gatete, Case No. ICTR-O0-6 I-I

THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR RWANDA ("the Tribunal"),

SITTING as Trial Chamber I, composed of Judge Erik Mose, presiding, Judge Jai Rare
Reddy, and Judge Sergei Alekseevich Egorov;

BEING SEIZED OF "The Prosecutor’s Submission and Request for Leave to File an
Amended Indictment Complying with the Chamber’s Order of 29 March 2004", filed on 27

November 2004;

NOTING that the Defence has not filed a response;

HEREBY DECIDES the motion.

INTRODUCTION

1. The Indictment was confirmed against the Accused on 19 December 2000. The Aecused
was arrested on l 1 September 2002 and was transferred to the Tribunal on 13 September
2002. The Accused ruade his initial appearance on 20 September 2002 and pleaded not guilty
to ail charges in the Indietment. In its decision of 29 Match 2004, the Chamber ordered the
Prosecution to provide more specifie information in relation to several paragraphs of the

[ndietment) Pursuant to this order, the Prosecution now seeks leave to file an amended
indictment ("the Amended Indictment"). No date has yet been set for trial.

SUBMISSIONS

2. According to the Prosecution, the Amended Indictment provides precise faetual
ailegations, specific dates and times frames, names of victims and co-perpetrators and
accurately reflects the Accused’s level and modes of participation in the crimes alleged,
including his participation in a joint criminal enterprise. A substantial volume of the evidence
relied on in the Amended Indictment has already been disclosed to the Accused.

DELIBERATIONS

3. Rule 50 provides that affer the initial appearance of the Accuse~, an Indictment may only
be amended by leave of the Trial Chamber. The Chamber must weigh three factors in
determining whether to grant leave: the ameliorating effect of the changes on the clarity and
precision of the case to be met; the diligence of the Prosecution in making the amendment in
a timely mariner that avoids creating an unfair taetieal advantage; and the likely delay or any
other prejudice to the Defence caused by the amendment.2 In addition, the Chamber must also
determine whether a prima facie case exists with respect to any new charges in the proposed
amendments.3

4. The Proseeution has eliminated mueh of the general background information contained in
the original Indiitment. It has also withdrawn certain factuai allegations as well as the counts
of direct and publie ineitement to commit genocide and violations of Article 3 common to the

t Gatete, Decision on Defence Preliminary Motion (TC), 29 March 2004.
2 Karamera et al., Decision on Prosecutor’s Interlocutory Appeal Against Trial Chamber III Decision of 8
October 2003 Denying Leave to File an Amended Indictment (AC), 19 December 2003; Simba, Decision on
Motion to Arnend Indictment (TC), 26 January 2004, para. 9; Muhimana, Decision on Motion to Amend
Indietment (TC), 21 January 2004, para. 
3 Rul¢ 50 (A) (ii) states: "In deciding whether to grant leave to amend the indictment, the Trial Chamber 
where applicable, a Judge shall, mutatia mutandis, follow the proc¢dures and apply the standards set out in Sub-
Rules 47(E) and (F) in addition to considering any other relevant factors."
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¯ ventions and Additional Protocol II. In addition, the proposed Amended
Geneva Con .. , . _ ,t.^ a|l»c,~t’ons in the current Indictment by, inter alia, specifying

Indictment parttculanzes ttt~ ....
ê~~~l

dates and times, locations, names of victims, and names of other individuals present or
involved in the alleged attacks. The majority of these particulars correspond to information
requested by the Defence and which the Prosecution was ordered to provïde in the Chamber’s
decision of 29 March 2004. Other amendments describe additional incidents, proximate in

time and in place to those aileged in the initial Indictment.

5. The Amended Indictment also advances with greater particularity the mode of criminal
liability joint criminal enterprise. Though hOt using the words "joint criminal enterprise",
paragraph 6.6 of the original Indictment alluded to this mode of liability when it alleged that
"Jean Baptiste Gatete, in his position of authority and acting in concert with others,
participated in the planning, preparation or execution of a common seheme, strategy or plan
to exterminate the Tutsi, by his own affirmative acts or through persons he assisted or by his
subordinates with his knowledge and consent". The Amended Indictment has hOt therefore
added a new form of responsibility, but rather eliminated the ambiguity arising from the
formulation used in the original Indictment concerning the Prosecution’s intent to argue this
form of participation. Recent jurisprudence of this Tribunal identifies three forms of joint
criminal enterprise, basic, systemic, and extended, each characterized by a distinct mental
element.4 Although the Prosecution has hOt specifically mentioned the three forms by name,
the Chamber is of the opinion that the formulation of the allegation of joint criminalution’s intent to argue ail three
enterprise in the Amended Indictment indicates the Prosec

forms.5

6. In sure, the added particulars in the Amended Indictment better refl_ect the case the
Prosecution will present at trial and provide further notice to the Accused of tlae nature of the
charges against him. Granting leave to file the Amended Indictment would therefore enhance
the fairness of the trial by clarifying the Prosecution’s case and allowing the Defence to
streamline its investigations and better prepare for trial. Mist of the amendments are brought
in response to the Chamber’s decision of 29 March 2004, ordering the Prosecution to amend
the Indictment to provide more specific information. Therefore, there is no issue of the
Prosecution’s lack of diligence in bringing the amendments.

mendments describe new incidents, such incidents are similar in
7. While some of thïa:_ ,,~,, and nlace to incidents already enumerated in the existing
character ana proxlmatu m ~lltt,, r
Indictment. They are described with enough specificity to permit focused investigations by
the Defence, if neeessary. No date has yet been set for triat. Therefore, the Chamber carmot
identify any prejudice to tbe Accused by allowing the amendments. The Proseeution has also
disclosed additional witness statements, whieh along with earlier disclosure, contain

allegations whieh are reflected in the amendments.

( Ntakirutimana, Iudgement (AC), 13 December 2004, paras. 463-467; Simba, Decision on the Defence’s
Prelimitmr~ Motion Challenging the Second Amended Indietm¢nt (TC), 14 July 2004, paras. 8-10.
s See para. 9 of the Amended Indietment, which alleges, "In addition, the a¢¢used partieipated in a joint eriminal

enterprise. The purpose of this joint efiminal enterpfise was the destruction, in whole or in part, of the Tutsi
facial or [ethnic] group in Byumba and Kibungo prefectures as weU as throughout ail of Rwanda. To fulfil this
criminai purpose, the aeeused, aeting individually or with others known and unknown, significantly contributed

. ¯ enumerated within this lndietment w~¤e within &e object of the joint
to the joint crirninal ente fise The crtmes uenees of therp " ---’-’~ were the natural and foreseeable conseq
criminal enterpdse. Alternatively, the crimes enumer, ttcu
joint criminal enterprise and the accused and others known and unknown, were aware that sueh crimes were the
likely outcome of the joint eriminal ente~rise. Despite his awareness of the foreseeable consequenees, Jean-
Baptiste GATETE and others known and unknown, knowingly and wilfully participated in the joint criminal

enterprise."
~L
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8. The Chamber notes that paragraphs 16 to 28 supporting Counts 1 to 3 are repeated
verbatim twice in support of Counts 4 and 5.6 Instead, the Prosecution should incorporate
paragraphs 16 to 28 by reference under Counts 4 and 5 and remove paragraphs 34 to 47 and

49 to 61.

FOR THE ABOVE REASONS, THE CHAMBER

GRANTS the Prosecution leave to amend the Indictment in accordance with Annex C of its
motion and paragraph 8 of the present decision;

ORDERS that the Amended Indictment be filed with the Registry immediately.

Arusha, 21 April 2005

Erik Mese
Presiding Judge

Jai Rarn Reddy Sergei Alekseevich Egorov
Judge

6 In addition, paragraphs 43 and 46 are identieal.





INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR RWANDA

Case No. ICTR-2000-61-I

THEPROSECUTOR

AGAINST

JEAN-BAPTISTE GATETE

I°

AMENDED INDICTMENT

The Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Kwanda, pursuant to the
authority stipulated in Article 17 of the Statute of the International Criminal

Tribunal for Rwanda (the "Statute of the Tribunal") charges:

JEAN-BAPTISTE GATETE

With:-
Count 1 -
Count 2 -
Count 3 -
Count 4 -
Count 5-
Courir 6 -

GENOCIDE; or inthe alternative
COMPLICITY IN GENOCIDE;
CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT GENOCIDE;
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY (Exterrrfinadon);
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY (Murder), and
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY (Rape), a!l offences stipulated
in Articles 2, 3 and 4 of the Stature of the Tribunal

I1. THE ACCUSEÇ

1. Jean-Baptiste GATETE was born in 1953 in Rwankuba secteur, Murarnbi
commune, Byumba préfectu re, Rwanda and was bourgmestre of Murambi commune, in
Byumba préfecture, from 1987 until June 1993. He was a member of the national
congress of the MRND and was active in party politics at both the national and
prefecmral levels. He was dismissed as bourgmestre in 1993 during the administration of
Dismas NSENGIYAREMYE’s Second Multiparty Government of 1992 amidst
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allegations that he persecuted the Tutsi of Murambi. Thereafter he was appointed
Directeur in the Ministry of Women and Family Affairs, then headed by Pauline

NYIRAMASUHUKO.

3. Jean-Baptiste GATETE was also appointed President of the MRND in Murambi

commune in June 1993.

4. During the period covered by this indictment, Jean,Baptiste GATETE was an
Interahamwe leader. Though no longer formally affiliated wifl~ the local public
administration, he continued to exercise influence over communal polïce, gendarmes and

civilian militias in Byumba and Kibungo préfecturès due to his former status as
bourgmestre of Murambi commune, lais national teadership rote in the MRND poIitical

party and his leadership status among the Interahamwe;

III.

5. Between 1 January and 31 December 1994, citizens native to Rwanda were
classified according to the following ethnic or facial classificafions: Tutsi, Hum, and

Twa.

6. Between 6 April and 17 July 1994, throughout Rwanda, there were widespread or
systematic attacks against a civilian population based on Tutsi ethnic or facial
identification, political opposition, real or perceived, to the MRND, or perceived
sympathies to the Tutsi. As a result of these attacks, large numbers of ethnically or
racially identitïed Tutsis and of persons perceived to be p01ifically opposed to the
MRND, including moderate Hutus, v¢ere killed.

7. During the period covered by this indictment, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, acted
individually or as part of a joint Crit~inal enterprise witti the following individuals and
groups: Ret. Col. RWAGAFIRITA, Lt. Col. NYURIYEKUBONA, Lt. MIHIGO,
Emmanuel HABIMANA (Cyasa). Jean de Dieu MWANGE; Celestin SENKWARE, Jean
BIZIMUNGU, Gerard KAYONZA, Jean MPAMB~I Kigarama Bourgmestre
MUGIRANEZA, Conseiller, Gaspasr KAMALI, Gasigwa KARANGWA, Augustin

NKUNDABAZUNGU, the Interahamwe, the Forces Armees Rwandaises (FAR), the
Presidential Guard, communal police, civilian militia and others, known and unknown.
The object and purpose of the joint criminal enterprise was to commit genocide and
crimes a ainst humanity targeting the Tutsi racïal or ethnical group. In execufion of theg . - ¯ Io«, Raotiste GATETE acted with members of the enterprise

joint criminal enterpnse ...... ~-
with the intent to destroy the Tutsi population in whole of in part as we11 as those

believed tobe sympathetic to the Tutsi.

8. Jean-Batiste GATETE, ac~ed individually or in concert with other members of

the joint criminal enterpfise in the following ways:

a. Killed members of the Tutsi ethnic group;



b. Trained, indoctrinated, encouraged, provided intelligence to, transported

and distributed amas to members of the Inieraham’,ve, the Arnahîndure, Civil
Defence Forces," and 0ther militiamen who murdered, caused serious bodily and

mental barre, raped and pillaged Tutsi group members;

c.
Met with local administrative officials to plan and organize ùîe

distribution of weapons and instigation of civilians to lçill and rape Tutsi group

members.

CHARGES

INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL LIABILITY
Article 6 of the Statute

9.
The accused, Jean-Batiste GATETE, is individualty responsible for the crimes

alleged against him in this indictmem tmder Articles 2, 3, and 6 of the Stature. The
accused planned, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abetted in the
planning, preparation or executiort of these crimes. In addition, the accused participated
in a joint criminal entemrise. The purpose of this joint criminat enterprlse was the
destrûction, in whole oÇin part, of the Tutsi facial or ethical group in Byumba and

K.ibuugo prefectures as weU as throughout all of Rwanda: To fulfill this criminal
d actin individually or with others known and unknown,

ose the accuse , g . _~ ̄ ’ ’ :~enumerated withinpurp ’ - ....
" ..... ~-~ ~oint criminal enterprlse. The crimes

significantly conmDmea to ul~ j
this Indictment were within the obj ect of the joint criminal enterprise. Altematively, the
crimes enumerated were natural and foreseeable consequences of the joint criminal
enterprise and the acCused and others known and unknown were. aware that such crimes
were the Iikely outcome of tlae joint criminal enterprise. Despite his awareness of the
foreseeable consequences, Jean-Batiste GATETE; and others known and unknown,

knowingly and willfully participated in the joint criminal enterprise.

Counts I and 2:
GENOCIDE, or alternatively COMPLICITY IN GENOCIDE

10. The Prosecutor charges Jean-Batiste GATETE wïth GENOCIDE, a crime
stipulated in Article 2 (3)(a) and Article 6(1)ofthê Statute, in that on or between the dates
of 6 - 30 April 1994; in Byumba and IObtmgo prefectures, Rwanda, Jean-Batiste
GATETE, with intent to. destroy, in whole or in part, the Tutsi racial or ethnical group, or
knowing that other people intended to destroy, in whole orin part, the Tutsi racial or
ethnical group, planned, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abetted
those other people in the planning, preparation, or execution of kilfing or causing serious
bodily or mental harm to members of the Tutsi group, as outli:ned in the factual

paragraphs betow:

3



Alternatively,

11. The Prosecutor charges Jean-Bapiste GATETE with COMPLICITY IN
GENOCIDE, a crime sttpulated in Article 2 (3)(e) and Article 6(1) of the Stature, that
on or between the dates of 6 - 30 April 1994, in Byumba and Kibungo prefectures,
Rwanda, Jean-Bapiste GATETE, with intent to destroy, in whote or in part, the Tutsi
facial or ethical group, or knowing that other people intended to destroy, in whole or in
part, the Tutsi facial or etlmical group, and knowing that his assistance would contribute
to the crime of genocide, plarmed, instigated, ordered, committed, or: otherwise aided and
abetted those other people in the planning, preparation or execution of the killing or
causing serious bodily or mentall harm to members of the Tutsi groupi as outlined inthe
factual paragraphs below;

Count 3: CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT GENOCIDE

12. The Prosecutor charges Jean,Baptiste GATETE with CONSPIRACY TO
COMMIT GENOCIDE, a crime stipulated in Article 2(3)(b) and Article 6(1) 
Statute, in that on or between thedates of 6 - 30 April 1994 in Byumba and Kibungo
préfectures, Rwanda, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, withintent to destroy, in whole or in
part, the Tutsi racial or ethnical group, orknowing tlaat other people ïntended to destroy,
in whole or in part, the Tutsi facial or ethical group, conspired by making an agreement
with others, including, but not limitedto, local adminisU’ative officiais, such as Murambi
bourgmestre, Jean de Dieu MWANGE and Kayonza bourgmestre, Cëlestin SENKWARE
and various conseillers de secteur, Interahamwe leaders, communal police, and the
political leadership of the MRND at the regional and national tevels, including, though
not limited to, members of the Imerim Govemment :of 8 April ï994, to kill or cause
sefious bodily or mental harm to members of the Tutsi group, as outlined in the factual
paragraphs below:

FACTUAL BASIS FOR COUNTS 1 - 3

Prior to 7 April 1994:

13. Prior to and during April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE met with the
Interahamwe, other influential MRND members, such as Interior Minister Munyazesa
Fustin, MWANGE, NKUNDUBAZUNGU, and BIZIMUNGU am0ng others, and
militait officers, met on diverse dates, such as sometime in October 1991 and April
1992, at several locations in Byumba and Kibungo prefectures. Every Friday there were
meetings at Communal Offices attended by Jean Baptiste GATETE during which
weapons were disturbed and plans rnade for containment of Tutsis.

14. Prior to April 1994, as Murambi bourgmestre, Jean-Baptiste GATETE
participated in recruiting, commanding and organizing Murambi commune’s
Interahamwe militia and their military training. Jean Baptiste GATETE regularly
trained and rewarded Interahamwe marksmen for their efforts.



15. Beginning in October 1990, Jean-Baptiste GATETE organizeà an operation

known as "coup de poing," to searching homes for weapons and RPF accomplices. Jean
Ba liste GATETE arrested many Tutsi throughout Byumba and the surrounding areas

anatpilmprlsoneu" ---«~ them or had ~em killed, some of whom were MASANDI from
Nybisundu and Paul KABERA from Gabr[o, Rwanlmba secteur. For example, on or
about 3 October 1990, Jean-Baptiste GATETE with: the Interahamwe arrested several
Tutsi, including Jonathan SEBUSANDI and Thomas K.ff:G~O, e xecu.ted them, and
threw thern in ~ ditch. And on or about 4 October 1990, ;lea:n-~apnste GATETE
arrested approximately sixteen people he considered Inkotanyi accornplices, stripped
them of identity cards, and then brought those people to a location where they were all

killed.

April 1994 -Byumba

16. On or about 6 Apriluntil 30 April t994, Jean,Baptiste GATETE assembled the
Interahamwe and plamîed and participated in the sealîng off of all roads and exits
throughout Byumba in communes such as Murambi. As Jean-Baptiste GATETE
circulated around the vanous roadblocks, he participated in the identification and the
killing of OEutsi civilians by providing lists of narnes of Tutsi that should not be allowed

ordered others present at the roadblocks to kill those Tutsi, and he alsothrough. He ........ -- I-al~d b" the lnterahamwe at roadblocks with
manned the roadblocks hlmsett, tutm w~t~ ht.,,
weapons distributed by Jean-Baptiste GATETE.

April I994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE held meetings with local
17. On or about 7
administrative officials in various secteurs and cellules of Murambi Commune including
Rwanlmba, Gakenke, Kiramuzi, Gakoni and Nyabisindu for the purpose of distributing
weapons and instigating civilian militias to exterminate Tutsi eivilians whom he blamed

, t Hab arimana’s death For example, at approximately 2 am, Jean-Baptiste
for Presiden Y ’. ....... :’ ": ’ N abisindu to
GATETE conducted meefings wlth local admlmstrative officmls m y

. ea ons and to insfigate civilian militias to kill Tutsi civilians whom hedistribute w p , ¯ ~, ~- -- ^-’-^~;mateb, 8 ana, Jean-Baptiste
blamed for President Habyarimana s cteam. ~nen, at ~tlJ~,~,,^,
GATETE conducted a meeting in Byumba prefecture, Rwankuba secteur, with local
lmerahamwe administrative officials including Jean de Dieu MWANGE, the new
Murambi bourgmestre, and Conseiller de secteur, Jean BIZIMUNGU to again distribute
weapons and to instigate civilian rnilitias to exterminate Tutsi civilians whom he blamed

for the president’s death. Tutsi were killed with the weapons distributed by Jean-
Baptiste GATETE.

18. During the morning of 7 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE facilitated the
transport of the Interaharnwe through varïous Murambi commune secteurs and cellules,
ineluding Akarambo, Gakoni, Nyabisindu, Kiramuruzi, and Rwankuba, and commanded

the Interahamwe, some of whom were RUPtA, Serena GAUFRAMA and RWASIBO, to
kill the civilian Tutsi. Some examples, Jean«Baptiste GATETE, with Murambi
bourgmestre, Jean de Dieu MWANGE, transported a convoy of armed lnterahamwe to
Akarambo cellule where GATETE ordered the [nterahamwe :to bum, l oot and pillage

’ "1 killed in their
Tutsi homes and to tape and kill civilian Tutsi. BCS s fami y was

........................ - ...................



Akarambo home by the Interahamwe on the orders of Jean-Baptiste GATETE, who
was also present during the killings. Also killed was Ai:sha MUREKEYISONI, a Tutsi
from Kiramurzi. Then on or about 8 April, 1994, BAT was raped by two Interahamwe,
the son of NYAMUHARA and KAREMERA. The Interahamwe raped and killed Tutsi
as a result of the actions of Jean-Baptiste GATETE.

19. On or about 7 April 1994, in Rwankuba, Jean-Baptiste GATETE with Jean
BIZIMUNGU and Gerard KAYONZA, floEe local President of the lnterahamwe, incited
the local population to pillage Tutsi homes and attack, rape and murder civilian Tutsi.
For example, in Kwankuba, Jean BIZIMUNGU organized attacks against Tutsis with
Gérard KAYONZA, which were then instigated by Jean-Baptiste GATETE who
commanded them to, "Exterminate ail the familles [of Tutsi] ...». The family of AIM
and AIM’s brother and his family were killed among others asa result of Jean-Baptiste
GATETE’s actions.

20. On or about 7 April to 12 April 1994, Jean,Baptiste GATETE circulated through
various secteurs of Murambi commune, including Kiramuruzi, Gakenke, Rwankuba,
Rubona, and Nyabysindu where he incited and instigatëd the Interahamwe with a
megaphone, commanding and ordering them to kill Tutsi. For example, on 7 April 1994
in Rwankuba, Jean-Baptiste GATETE instigated the Interahamwe with a megaphone,
telling them to gather other [nterahamwe and to start the "w0rk" of killing the Tutsi.
Jean-Baptiste GATETE promised the Interahamwe a reward of cattle when the Tutsi
extermination was completed. As soon as Jean,Baptiste GATETE departed, conseiller
de secteur Jean BIZIMUNGU ordered the Interahamwe to start the killing. The
[nterahamwe killed Tutsi civilians as a result of the actions of Jean,Baptiste GATETE.

21. On or about 8 April 1994, at Nyagasambu ara roadblock on the road to
Rwankuba, Jean Baptiste GATETE instigated, and ordered civilians to htmt clown and
exterrninate Tutsi, including the "baby in the womb." Jean-Baptiste GATETE also gave
the civilian militia dogs to facilitate the hunt. Tutsi civilians were killed as a result of

Jean Bapatiste GATETE’s efforts.

22. On or about 11 April 1994 Jean-Baptiste GATETE ordered, supervised and
participated in the kiUings and rapes of eivilian Tutsi at Kiziguro paroisse complex, a
church and hospital where thousands of civilian Tutsis had taken rëfuge. Assisted by
several FAR soldiers armed with rifles, Gasigwa KARANGWA and the Kiziguro
Interahamwe leader, NKUNDABAZUNGU, Jean-Baptiste GATETE and lais group of
Interahamwe broke through the portais of the church compound, f0rced the Tutsi
refugees to exit the church sanctuary, and killed the refugees. A number ofrefugees were
forced to transport dead Tutsi to a nearby mass grave, then killed and tossed into the
grave. Several thousand civilian Tutsi-men, women, and children, including
KALEMERA, the school inspector, MLrNANA, a teacher, Claver KARURANGE,
GAPFIZI and BCS’s bother, were slaughtered du_ring the 11 April 1994 Kiziguro
paroisse complex massacre.



23. On or about and between 12 to 14 April 1994, Jean Batiste GATETE instigated,
commanded and facilitated displaced Hutu peasants to target Tutsi moving southward
through Murambi and Kibungo prefectures. He ordered displaee H-utu’S in those regions
to ldll the interspersed civilian Tutsi. Tutsi were killed as a result of Jean Baptiste

GATETE’s actions.
April 1994 - Kibungo

24. On or about 10 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE arrived in Rukara commune
in adjoining Kibtmgo préfecture and held a .meeting with the bourgmestre Jean
MPAMBARA. Thereafter, thousands of TUtsi refugees who took shelter at Rukara

paroisse were ordered to leave the church. When they refused, the Interahamwe armed
with firearms, grenades, machetes and traditional weapons attacked the church and killed

numerous Tutsi civilians.

25. On or about 10 to 11 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste. GATETE, with Kayonza
bourgmestre Celestin SENKWARE’ transported armed soldiers, and- the Interahamwe, to
Mukarange paroisse compound. Together they attaeked the Mukarange paroisse
compotmd where Tutsî refugees were located Tutsi were raped and killed as a result of
Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions. For example: A woman named Odette who was
taking refuge at the Mukarang~ church, took her child to the toilet outside the compound
and were immediately killed. The paîish pdest, Father Basco, asked Jean Baptiste
GATETE to do s0mething to stop the killing. Jean Baptiste Gatete refused.

ut and between, 10 April to 15 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE
26. On or abo .., ...... .-« ~ed lnterahamwe. Jean-Baptiste
arrived in Kayonza commune wlm a gtt,~,v ....
GATETE, with Kayonza bourgmestre Célesfin SENKWARE, instigated a crowd
assembled in the bureau communal courtyard. Present in tlae courtyarct were iocat

m a number ofTutsi women, and the recently arrived Interahamwe, Toresidents, includ" g . - -~ ..... ~,,~~’ï"Ë reoorted that Tutsi
instigate those Interahamwe present, Jean-~apuste u~,,~~~

t~

populations in other areas had been decimated, and he commanded the Interahamwe to

rape and rhen kill q;utsi.

. n or about and between, 10 April to 15 April !994, Jean-Baptiste
A O 2 ~ ¯ ...... 1-r~r, wa at the I(a¥onza bureau communal
GATETE with a group or armett ln~crut~-... ....

ordered the segregation of Tutsi andcommanded that the Tutsi be t.akencourtyard : ~----~--;tiste GATETE karate KmKea
to a mass grave. At tlae grave, jeau-»*to
GATARE’s knee breaking ït through Jean-Baptiste GATETE then ordered the
nterahamwe to kill GATARE, whieh they did.. Tutsi were raped and killed at that

I " TETE’S actions
location as a result of Jean BapUste GA

¯

27. After the rapes and the killings, the Interahamwe re~ed to the Kayonza bureau
communal courtyard where Jean-Baptiste GATETE addressed them again, ordermg,
instigating and instigating them to go to the adjoining secteurs of Nyarusage, Nkamba
and Giparara to rape and exterrninate the remaining TutSi. Both Jean-Baptiste GATETE

rovided their vehicles to the Ænterahamwe to facilitate thed Célestm SENKWARE p . , " ETE’s actmns.an , _ .~ ~.:n~n ~o a resul~ of Jean Baptiste GAT
attacks Tutsi were rapect anu ~~~~~,~ «o



April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE arrived in Rulenge, Rukira
28. Mid to late : . . .... "’’ andthe
commune with a caravan of armed Murambz communal pohce, clvlhan mlhtzas

.
barondo and KJgarama communes. Jean:Baptiste GATETEbourgmestres, of Ka.Cthe locat" " resz«~m~’-~ .... ~,~¢~r not massacring the TutSi. Jean,Baptiste’

publicly c asttgatexl . . ¯ ..... .~ ~o~,~ ad kiU Tutsi in Rukira, mcluding women
GATETE ordered the lnteranamwe ~~, ,,e "~ a
and children. The following moming, those Interahamwe,. some of whom were
Emmanuel RUKIRAMAKUBA, EPHRAIM, FABIEN, and RWABIREKEZI, destroyed
Tutsi bornes and raped and kitled Tutsi Civilians in Rukira. For example, Jean-Baptiste
GATETE ordered FABIEN to killa Ugandan woman who was percei’¢ed, stO be Tutsi.

Also killed were Vedaste KALISA; Ferdinand SANANE and SANANE wife, and
NZOYORI, a girl from Binego.

29. On or about 15 Aprîl 1994, at Cyasemakamba, in. K2btmgo, Jean Baptiste
GATETE briefed lais armed men comprising of policemen, and Interahamwe and then
handed kis men and the briefing over to Lt MIHIGO. Thereatïer, Lt. MIH!GO and those
militia briefed by Jean Baptiste GATETE attacked the Economat, where approximately

400 people were killed.

30. On or about 19 April 1994, at Cyasemakamba, in Kibungo, Jean Baptiste

GATETE, Retired CoL RWAGAFIRITA, Et. MIHIGO, GACUMBITIS, Jean
MPAMBARA, MUGIRANËZA, Lt; Col. NyuRIYEKUBONA, NTAHIMANA, and
RUDAKUBANA and others convened a meeting the purpose of which was to remove

re RUZINDANA, Kibungo prefect and member ofthe Social Demoeratic PartyGodff. y .... ;.; ,~~,«~ A xTa was later kitledl was replaced with
(PSD). By the end of the meeung ~wz~l~~~~ .....

who

Huye RUDAKUBANA.

e ni t ofI9 April 1994, inKibungo JeanBaptiste GATETE
1 On or about th gh ___ _; . ,.,,~~2¥c~~m Bïten~o Bourgermester,3 . ¯ ¯ ¯ ~ST Ma or v~wt~x,J--..,, .~

attended a secunty meeUng wath Ret. S " Lt! Col. ~YEKUBONA, Kayonza

NTAHIMANA Ret. Col. RWAGAFIRITA, MUGIRANEZA and others to
Bourgermester SANKWARE, Kigarama B ourgermestre,
share intelligence regarding the Rwandan Patriotic Front, RPF.

t P~ fil 1994; in Kibungo, Jean Baptiste GATETE and other
32. On or about 2. pz _~ ~__-~:.~,oa «~,,. ?r,, r hamwençllitia and soldiers to fight
authorities organizect, oraerea ancx ta~m~a~,~,~ ~ .......

e a

the RPF at the front.

Count 4: EXTERMINATION as a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY

har es Jean,Baptiste GATETE with EXTERMINATION as a
33. The Prosecutor c g _ .... ~ :~ :.. A.,;.4o 3~~ and Article 6(1) of the

MANITY, as sttputateu »«~ .’1 ....... ~~/
CRIME AGAINST HU ..... "’~ A13ril 1994, ~in Byumba and Kibungo
Statute, in that on or between o Apm ana »v e
prefectures, Rwanda, Jean~Baptiste GATETE, wïth intent to participate in the
elimination of a number of individuals and knowmg that lais action was part of a vast
murderous enterprise, plarmed, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and

- .: __ . -



abetted in the planning, preparation or execution of the extermination, or killing of an3’
civilian population as part of a widespread or systematic attack against that civilian
population on national, political, racial, religious or ethnic grounds, as outlined in the

factual paragraphs below:

FACTUAL BASIS FOR EXTERMINATION

~~:l[~
Byumba

out 6 A fil tmtfl 30 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE assembled the~34. On or ab P ..... .... .~ -2 the sealm~ off of all r0ads and exits

I~~
d lannect ana paruclpatvu m ~,

Interahamwe art P . 4, ..... 1.: ~~ Jean-Bantiste GATETE
throughout Byumba in communes such as lvm~~uuu~ ........

~md the various roadblocks, he parficipated in the identification and tlae
culated aro ...........

lvmans o a, vidin"~ lists of names of Tutsi that should hOt be allowedkilhng of Tuts ! c . Y_.P--
adbtocks to ldit those Tutst, and he al.s.o| t~h~lou~h. He oraered other~ p~esent af the ro .....

÷ -^odblocks killed Tutsi w,m
mannêd the roadblocks himself. The mteranamwc ~~ ~o,-,
weapons distributed by Jean=Baptiste GATETE.

135. On or about 7 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE held meetings with local
administrative officials in various secteurs and cellules of Murambi commune ineluding
Rwankuba, Gakenke, Kiramuzi, Gakoni and Nyabisindu for the purpose of distributing
weapons and instigating civilian militias to exterminate Tutsi civilians whom he blamed
for President Habyarimana’s death; For example, at approximately 2 ara; Jean-Baptiste
GATETE conducted meetings with local administrative officials in Nyabisindu to
distribute weapons and to instiga~e Civilian militias to kill Tutsi civilians whom he

¯ " na’s death Then, at approximately 8 am, Jean-Baptiste
blamed for Pres~dent Habyanma
GATETE conducted a meeting in Byumba prefecture, Rwankuba secteur, with local
Interahamwe administrative officiais including Jean de Dieu MWANGE, the new
Murambi bourgmestre, and Conseiller de secteur, Jean BIZIMUNGU to again distribute
weapons and to instigate civilian militias to exterminate Tutsi civitians whom he blamed
for the president’s death. Tutsi were killed with the weapons distributed by Jean-

Baptiste GATETE.

36. During the moming of 7 April 1994, Jean.Baptiste GATETE facilitated tke
transport of the Interahamwe through vaxious Murambi commune secteurs and cellules,
including Akararnbo, Gakoni, Nyabisindu, Kiramuruzi, and Rwatlkuba, and commanded

the Interahamwe, some ofwhom were RUPIA, Serena GAUFRAMA and RWASIBO, to
kill ~e civilian Tutsi. Some examptes, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with Murambi
bourgmestre, Jean de Dieu MWANGE, transported a convoy of armed Interahamwe to
Akarambo cellule where GATETE ordered the lnterahamwe: to bure, loot and pillage
Tutsi homes and to rape and kill civilian Tutsi. BCS’s family was killed in their
Akarambo home by the lnterahamwe on the orders of Jean~Baptiste GATETE; who
was also present during the killings. Also killed was Aisha MUR.EKEYISONI, a Tutsi
from Kiramurzi. Then on or about 8 April, 1994, BiT was raped by twc Interahamwe,
the son of NYAMUHARA and KAREMERA. The Interahamwe raped and killed Tutsi
as a result of the actions of Jean-Baptiste GATETE.
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!~7. On or about 7 April 1994, in Rwankuba, Jean-Baptiste GATETE with Jean

BIZIMUNGU and Gerard KAYONZA, the local President of: the [nterahamwe, incited
the local population to pillage Tutsi homes and attack, tape and murder cîvilian Tutsi.
For example, in Rwankuba, Jean BIZIMUNGU organized attacks against Tutsis with
Gérard KAYONZA, which were then instigated by Jean-Baptiste,, GATETE. who

commanded them to, "Exterminate all the farnilies [ofTutsi] ....
The family of AIM

and AIM’ s brother and his farnily were ldlled among others as a result of Jean-Baptiste

GATETE’s actions.

~38. On or about 7 April to 12 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE circulated through
various secteurs of Murambi commune, including Kiramuruzi, Gakenke, Rwankuba,

Rubona, and Nyabysindu where he incited and instigated the lnterahamwe with a
megaphone, commanding and ordering them to kill Tutsi. For example, on 7 April 1994
in Rwankuba, Jean,Baptiste GATETE instigated the Interahamwe wïth a megaphone,
telling them to gather other lnterahamwe and to start the ’~vork" of killing the Tutsi.
Jean-Baptiste GATETE promised the Interahamwe a reward of cattle when the Tutsi
extermination was completed. As soon as Jean-Baptiste GATETE departed, conseiller

:*de secteur Jean BIZIMUNGU ordered the Interahamwe to start the killing. The
Interahamwe killed Tutsi civilians as a result ofthe aeti0ns of Jean-Baptiste GATETE.

On or about 8 ApriI 1994, at Nyagasambu at a roadblock on the road to1~9" . . . ~
;. ~ ~,,r~,v,: i,~,tiJatert- and ordered Civiiians to hunt down and

[ the civitlan mln g
Jean Baptiste GATETE’s efforts.

1~40. On or about 11 April 1994 Jean-Baptiste GtkTETE ordered, supervised and
participated in the ldllings and rapes of eivilian Tutsi at Kiziguro paroisse complex, a
church and hospital where thousands of civilian Tutsis had taken refuge. Assisted by
several FAR soldiers armed with rites, Gasigwa KARANGWA and the Kiziguro
lnterahamwe leader, NKUNDABAZUNGU, Jean-Baptiste GATETE and his group of
Interahamwe broke through the portals of the church compound, forced the Tutsi

,’~efugees to exit the church sanctuary, and kiUed the refugees. A number of refugees were
forced to transport dead OEutsi to a nearby mass grave, then killed and tossed into the
grave. Several thousand civilian Tutsi men, women, and children, including
KALEMERA, the school inspector, MUNANA, a teacher; Ctawer KARURANGE,
GAPFIZI and BCS’s bother, were slaughtered during the t 1 April 1994 Kiziguro

paroisse complex massacre.

41. On or about and between 12 to 14 April 1994, Jean Batiste GATETE instigated,
~lJcommanded and fac .

~ ... ~~ .... ~^~~~ ,ti~nl~e Hutu’s in those regions
ilitated disolaced Hutu peasants to target Tutsi moving southward

through Murambi and Kibungo prejectures, rte o~u~~~.~ ~.o~..,,~e
/to kill the interspersed civilian Tutsi. Tutsi were killed as a result of Jean Baptiste

GATETE’s actions.
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Kibungo

42 On or about 10 Aprq 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE ar.rived in Rukara commune
in" adjoining Kibungo pr;)ïêcture and held a meeting with the bourgmestre Jean

~MPAMBARA Thereafter, [,__ _~...~~~. When thev refused, the In:terahamwea~..ed
¯ ,

. thousands of Tutsi refugees who took shelter at Rukara

paroisse firearms, were ordered grenades, tOmachetes teave me and c,tu~,~~:... 2~~ith
tradiuonal weapons attacked the church and l~mea

numerous Tutsi civilians.

IP43. On or about 10 to 11 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with Kayonza
bourgmestre Celestin SENKWARE, transported armed soldiers, and the Interahamwe, to
Mukarange paroisse compound. Together they attacked the Mukarange paroisse
compound where Tutsi refugees were located Tutsi were raped and killed as a result of
Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions. For example: A woman named Odette who was
taking refuge at the Mukarange church, took her child to the toilet outside the compotmd
and were immediately killed. The parish priest, Father Basco asked Jean Baptiste

. GATETE to do something to stop the killing. Jean Baptiste. Gatete refused.

en 10 A fil to 15 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE
t~AA C~n or about and. betwe , P 2 ---~ r..~..vnhamwe Jean-Baptiste

""" ïn Ï(a onza Commune with a group oI armeu ,»~~ .........
"

Iàt~ived " Yth Ka onza oour~,,~o-..’---= ....,,,o Célestin SENKWARE,, mstlgated" " a crowd
,|GATETE, wi Y ...... u.a ~~,~°enr,~-,~~,~ t in the courtyara were locm

assembled in the bureau com muna! courtym ,~.~recentb, arrivedinterahamwe. 1o/ ¯ ber of lUtSlwomen, ana m~ ’ ’ Tutsiresidents, includinganum ~--;ënt Jean,Baptiste GATETE reported that
’ igate those Interanamwe pr~~ ’ . . , _:...~ ~.~ ,:,,,,,,~~nd the Interanamwe tomst .... :_ ^~1,,~~ ~r had t~een declmatea, anu ~~~ .......... ed
populatmn~ m ...... ~eas
tape and then kill TutSL

V
A.

On or about and between, 10 April to 15 Aprit 1994, Jean-Baptiste¯
the Kayonza bureau communal

GAOEETE with a group of armed Interahamwe at
courtyard ordered the segregation of Tutsi and commanded that the Tutsi be taken

. the ~rave, Jean-Baptiste GATETE karate kicked
ass rave At ,~- ’ ̄ n ordered theto a _m , g!_^ ¯ " ou Jean-Baptmte GATETE the

GATARE s knv~ brealdng it thr gh
GATARE, which they did.. Tutsi were.raped and kiUed at that

Imerahamwe fo kill . ’s
location as a result of Jean Bapnste GATETE aetmns.

e killin s, the Interahamwe retumed to the Kay.onza bureau
~145 ....After the rapes and th nga nste~~-’- ,.j~~,~T" p,T~ E addressed, them agam, om enng,

tut ard where ,lean-~ P N arusa e, Nkamt~acommunal co y . .- ._ ~x ,. the adioimn~ secteurs of .y g ___~

m and msngafing mem t~, ~5, ~ .... ~ ~.
instigat g , . ¯ ~ .,- ..... i ina Tutm Bo~ Jean~Baptiste G.ATE~llI~¯ tO re e ana exterrmnate mç ~,~x,.,.m ~,

- . . ̄
and Gmarara P ........... ,-’~1,.~ tn the Interahamwe to factlltate me

I1~ [...~ c~~le.~tin SENKWARE provlaect metr v~m~).~[-[ ~ï..,,,i~,,~ GATETE’s actions.
-" «~"~ Y~"2 ....... a end killed as a resutt o~ oean ,-,aF .....

attac[çs. IUl;S1 were t~tp~u ,,

fil 1994, Jean,Baptiste GATETE, with Kayonza
t~ zia On or about 10 to 11 Ap. "__., _[_~,a ~ ldiers-and the Interahamwe, to

tmSENK ARE, po n e arotsse~ bourgmestre Celes a .r-..~,her thev attacked the Mukar~ g P ,~ _»

~Marange paroisse .compounu. ~~,~"’~ ~ ~,...~. ,,~,:0 r,, and kiUed as a resmt m
c mk oundomp where Tuts~ retugees were locatea tu~~ ........ rad
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Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions. For example: A woman named Odette who was
taking refuge at the Mukarange church, took her child to the follet outside the compound

~’ and were immeàiately killed. The parish priest asked Jean Baptiste GATETE to do
something to stop the ldlling. Jean Baptiste Gatete refused.

Mid to late April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE arrived in Rulenge, Rukira
commune with a earavan of armed Murambi eommunaI poli�Ee, civilian militias and the
bourgmestres of Kabarondo and Kigarama communes. Jean-Baptiste GATETE
publicly castigated the local residents for not rnassacring the Tutsi. Jean-Baptiste
GATETE ordered the Interahamwe to tape and-kill Tutsi in Ruldra, including women
and children. The following moming, those Interahamwe, some of whom were
Emmanuel RUKIRAMAKUBA, EPHRAIM, FABIEN, and RWABIREKEZI, destroyed
Tutsi bornes and raped and killed Tutsi cïvilians in Rukira. For example, Jean-Baptiste
GATETE ordered FABIEN to kill a Ugandan woman who was perceived to be Tutsi.
Also killed were Vedaste KALISA, Ferdinand SANANE and SANANE’s wife, and
NZOYORI, a girl from Binego.

Count 5: MURDER as a CRIME AGANST HUMANITY

48. The Prosecutor charges Jean-Baptiste GATETE with MURDER as a CRIME
AGAINST HUMANITY, as stipulated in Article 3(a) and Article 6(1) of the Stature, in
that on or between 6 Aprfl and 30 April 1994, in Byumba and Kàbtmgo préfectures,
Rwanda, Jean.Baptiste GATETE, with intent to kill, planned, instigated, ordered,
committed or otherwise aided and abetted in the planning,,preparation or execution or
killing of any civilian population as part of a widespread or systematic attack against that
civilian population on national, political, racial, religious or ethnïc gro~.mds, as outlined
in the factual paragraphs below:

FACTUAL BASIS FOR MURDER

Byumba

~
9. On or about 6 April until 30 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE assembled the
terahamwe and plamïed and participated in the seating off of al1 roads and exits

hroughout Byumba in communes such as Murambi. As Jean,Baptiste GATETE
irculated around the various roadbloCks» he participated in ,the identification and the
lling of Tutsi civilians by providing lists of names of Tutsi that should not be allowed

through. He ordered others present at the roadblocks to kill those Tutsi, and he also
manned the roadblocks himself. The Interahamwe at roadblocks killed Tutsi with
weapons distributed by Jean-Baptiste GATETE..

f S0. On or about 7 April 1994; Jean-Baptiste GATETE held meetings with local
|« administrative officials in various secteurs and cellules of MurambJ commune including

1 Rwankuba, Gakenke, Kiramuzi, Gakoni and Nyabisindu for the purpose of distributing
| weapons and instigating civilian militias to ex temainate Tutsi civilians whom he blamed
~for President Habyarimana’sdeath. For example, at approximately 2 am, Jean-Baptiste
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GATETE conducted meetings with local administrative officiais in Nyabisindu to
distribute weapons and to instigate civilian militias to kill Tutsi civilians whom he
blamed for President Habyarimana’s death. Then, at approximately 8 ana, Jean-Baptiste
GATETE conducted a meeting in Bymnba prefecture, Rwankuba secteur, with local

~,. dnterahamwe administrative officiais including Jean de Dieu MWANGE, the new
Murambi bourgmestre, and Conseiller de Secteur, Jean BIZIMUNGU to again distfibute
weapons and to instigate civilian militïas to exterminate Tutsi civilians whom he blamed
for the president’s death. Tutsi were killed with the weapons distributed by Jean-
Baptiste GATETE.

51. During the moming of 7 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE facilitated the
transport of the Interahamwe through various Murambi commune secteurs and cellules,
including Akarambo, Gakoni, Nyabisindu, Kiramttruzi, and Rwankuba, and commanded
the Interahamwe, some of whom were RUPIA, Serena GAUF~ and RWASIBO, to
kill the civilian Tutsi. Some examples, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with Murambi
bourgmestre, Jean de Dieu MWANGE, transported a convoy of armed tnterahamwe to
Akarambo cellule where GATETE ordered the Interahamwe to bure, loot and pillage
Tutsi homes and to rape and kill civilian Tutsi. BCS’s family was killed in their
Akarambo home by the In terahamwe on the orders of Jean-Baptiste GATETE, who
was also present during the ldllings. Also killed was Aisha MUREKEYISONI, a Tutsi
from KAramurzi. Then on or about 8 April, 1994, BAT v¢as rapedbytwo Interahamwe,
the son of NYAMUHARA and KAREMERA. The Interahamwe raped and killed Tutsi
as a result of the actions of Jean-Baptiste GATETE.

r52. On or about 7 April 1994, in Rwankuba, Jean-BaptiSte GATETE with Jean
BIZIMUNGU and Gerard KAYONZA, the local President ofthelnterahamwe, incited

/the local population to pillage Tut, si homes and attack, tape and murder civitian Tutsi.
|For example, in Rwankuba, Jean BIZIMUNGU organized attacks against Tutsis with
|Gérard KAYONZA, whieh were then instigated by Jean-;Baptiste GATETE who

commanded them to, ,’Exterrninate all the familles [of Tutsi] ...’. ........ of AIM
and AIM’ s brother and his family were killed among others as a result of Jean-Baptiste
"GATETE’s actions.

1
53. On or about 7 April to 12 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE circulated through
various secteurs of Murambi commune, including Kiramuruzi, Gakenke, Rwankuba,
Rubona, and Nyabysindu where he incited and instigated thelnterahamwe with a
megaphone, commanding and ordering themto kill Tutsi. For example; on7 April 1994
in Rwanlcuba, Jean-Baptiste GATETE instigated the Interahamwe with a megaphone,
telling them to gather other lnterahamwe and to start the "work" of killing the Tutsi.
Jean-Baptiste GATETE prornised the Interahamwe a reward of cattle when the Tutsi

¯ . extermination was completed. As soon as Jean-Baptiste GATETE departed, conseiller
de secteur Jean BIZtMUNGU ordered the Interahamwe to start the killing. The
Interahamwe killed Tutsi civilians as a result ofthe actions of Jean-Baptiste GATETE.
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On or about 8 April 1994, at Nyagasambu at a roadblock on the road to~4. - ¯ .... -,~’~" "~~~~,-~*,,,~ and ordered Civilians to hunt down andI v..,«,~t.lh Jean Baotiste t,~l~~r~ ~~~~-~«..~.~, --- ~ ~ - ,~, «,~~~ o1¢~, oave¯ ¯ ,, b Jean-~a tlste hA. " e bab mthewom . P
extermlnate Tutsl, mcludmg !h.. y .... ¯ " s were killed as a result ofI Çhe civilian militîa ctogs ~o facilitate the hunt. Tutsl c~vahan

Jean Baptiste GATETE’s efforts,

J55. On or about 11 April t994 Jean-BaPtiste GATETE ordered, supervised and
participated in the killings and rapes of civilian Tutsï at Kiziguro paroisse complex, a
church and hospital where thousands of civilian Tutsis had taken refuge. Assisted by
several FAR soldiers arrned with rites, Gasigwa KARANGWA and the Kàziguro
Interahamwe leader, NKUNDABAZUNGU, Jean-Baptiste GATETE and his group of
Interahamwe broke through the portals of the church compotmd, forced the Tutsi
refugees to exit the church sanctuary, and kiUed the refugees. A nuïnber of refugees were
forced to transport dead Tutsi to a nearby mass grave, then killed and tossed into the
grave. Several thousand civilian Tutsi men, women, and Children, including
KALEMERA, the school inspector, MUNANA, a teacher, Claver KARURANGE,
GAPFIZI and BCS’s bother, were slaughtered dufing the 11 April 1994 Kiziguro

paroisse complex massacre.

56. On or about and between 12 to 14 April 1994, Jean Batiste GATETE instigated,
cornmanded and facilitated displaced Hutu peasants to target Tutsi moving southwardIthrough Murambi and Kibungo prefectures. He ordered displace Hutu’ s in those regions
to 1611 the interspersed civilian Tutsi. Tutsi were kilted as a result of Jean Baptiste

GATETE’s actions.

Kibungo

oe 57 On or about 10 April 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE arrived in Rukara commune
in adjoining Kibungo préfecture and held a meeting with the bourgmestre Jean
MPAMBARA. Thereafter, thousands of Tutsi refugees who took shetter at Rukara
paroisse were ordered to leave the church. When they refused, the lnterahamwe armed
with firearms, grenades, machetes and traditional weapons attacked the church and killed

numerous Tutsi civilians.

58. On or about 10 to 11 Apfil 1994, Jean-Baptiste. GATETE, with KayooEa
bourgmestre Celesfin SENKWARE, transported arrned soldiers, and the [nteraharnwe, to
Mukarange paroisse compound. Together they attacked the MoEarange parotsse
compound where Tutsi refugees were t0cated Tutsi were raped andkiUed as a result of
Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions. For example: A woman named Odette who was
taking refuge at the Mukarange church, took ber child to the toilet outside the compound
and were immediately killed. The parish priest, Father Basco» asked Jean Baptiste
GATETE to do something to stop the 1611ing. Jean Baptiste Gatete refused.
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159. On or about and between, 10 April to 15 April 1994, Jean,Baptiste GATETE
arrived in Kayonza commune with a group of armed Interahamwe. jean-Baptiste
GATETE, with Kayonza bourgmestre C61estin SENKWARE; instigated a crowd
assembled in the bureau communal courtyard. Present in the courtyard were local
residents, including a number of Tutsi women, and the recenfly arrïvedInterahamwe. To
instïgate those lnterahamwe present, Jean-Baptiste GATETE reported that Tutsi
populations in other areas had been decimated, and he commanded the Interahamwe to

rape and then kill Tutsi.
tween, 10 April to 15 April 1994, Jean-Baptistelb A nn or about and be " , ~. ,~~ g’~V nzabureau communal

~" ~ " ed Interalaamwe at m~ r~~yo .
GATETE with a group of arm ...... d commanded that the Tutsl be taken
courtyard ordered the segregation ot lUtSl an

. , .
: Jean-Baptiste GATETE karate kicked

to kill GATARE, which they did. Tutsi were raped and killed at that
Interahamwe ........ --+- GATETE’s actions.
location as a resutt or aean napt,~~~

" in s the lnterahamwe remrned to the Kayonza bureau

Vc~
af*or th raves and the kfll g, _....T;.~~ ozA~»¢«o.d them aKmn, orctenng,

uu. "’ï’-’tne.,ard where jean.Baptiste tiA.~xr~ a~,,~~~;ç~2ârïî~i,ê, Niomba and
communat cuus~« ...... ,^ the adininïn~ secgeurs ol x~y e
instigating and mcmng mem ~o go ~u .....

~--- ~

Giparara to rape and exterminate the remaining Tutsi. Both Jean-Baptiste GATETE and
Célestin SENKWARE provided their vehicles to the Interahamwe. to ’sfacilitateactions. the
attacks. Tutsi were raped aM kilted as a result of Jean Baptiste GATETE

¯ an-Ba tiste GATETE arrived in Rulenge, Rukira
m Mid to late April 1994, Je P. mnn 1 ~oliee, civilian mitifias and t h_e

bourgmestres of Kabarondo and tgagarama o .’ nts for not massacring the Tutsi. Jean-Baptiste
blicl castigated the local reslde _ _ "11 Tutsi in Ruldra, including women

puy ,,~ao.red the Interahamwe tu ~ape and ki

ând c’hîldre"~:-The following morning, thos~lïEe~aha~~W¢~v~kB?~EïçE2°d2tro;:ed
Emmanuel RUKIRAMAKUBA, EPHRAtM, Futsi civilians in Ruldra. For example, Jean-Baptiste¯ , "

k Tutsi bornes and raped_~.dki!led~T~ a U~’andan woman who was perce!ved,to b.e Tutst;

G~~dkTETE oraered FABIgN?o,~;~Æ c~:m,,«,~d SANANE and SANANE s wtie, auu
..

so killed were Vedaste t~ë~~t~~, ~"~- ........
ZoYORI, a girl from Binego.~N

2 A fii 1994, Jean Baptist GATETE, Bourgmestre Jean de Dieu
62. On or about 1 P_~_. .... =~,~..,~,,~,,1 nolice and Interahamwe, conducted an
MWANGE, Celesfin SENKWArOz, ~,,m~ ......

y commune.

inspection of identity cards of travelers on the Kibungo rond through Kayonza
Atone roadblock Jean-Baptiste GATETE, several Interahamweand communal police
including a policeman named Deo, chased AIX’s husband, a Tmsi, and KAMUZINZI, a
Hum moderate and polifical party opponent, from his car. Jean-Baptiste GATETE
ordered the police to shoot AIX’s husband and KAMUZINZI. The communal policeman
shot and killed them upon orders from jean-Baptiste GATETE. Thereafter, Jean-
Baptiste GATETE ordered the lnterahamweto kill the occupants of KAMUZINZI’s
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¯

vehicle, which was driven by MAHMUD. The Intera_hamwe 1 .mnaedi~tely k}lclïe d the
occupants including MAHMUD. Jean-Baptiste GATETE appropna~ecL tn~ w~u .

A fil 1994 in Rutonde Jean-Baptiste GATETE, Celestin
63. On or about 12 . p i - --,~ 1;:u,~,~ MULINIDA, a. refugee hiding in a
SENKWARE and several omers, ShOt aau ~~,,~~,
swamp. Belote and after the time ofthe killing, Jean-Baptiste GATETE and others

were patrolling the hills and valleys to search out and kili: eivilian Tutsis.

64. On or about 14 April 1994 in Kayonza commune, Jean-Baptiste GATETE
ordered lnterahamwe to kill BUTARE, a businessman, The lnterahamwe, following

¯ ’s kill BUTARE, hacked him to death with machetesJean-Baptiste GATETE orders to

and knives.

Count 6: RAPE as a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY

65. The Prosecutor charges Jean.Baptiste GATETE with RAPE as a CRIME.
~AGAINST HUMANITY, as stipulatêd in Article 3(a) and ArtiCle 6(1) of the Stature, 
that on or between 6 Apfil and 30 April 1994, in Byumba and Kibungo prefectures,
Rwanda, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, witl~ the intention that rape occur, pianned,
instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abetted inthe planning, preparation
or execution or killing of any eivilian population as part lof a widespread or systematic
attack against that civilian poputation on national, political, racial, religious or ethnic
grounds, as outlined in the factual paragraphs below:

FACTUAL BASIS FOR RAPE

Byumba

A rii 1994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE facilitated the transport
66. On or about 8 and 9 . p . .... ,__ __rr~,te Jèan-Bantiste GATETE
of his civilian milifias to tlae center or AKaramoo c~,,, r On or about 8
commanded and incited the lnterahamwe to attack and tape Tutsi women.
April, 1994, BAT was raped by two Interahamwe, the son of NYAMUHARA and
KAREMERA. On or about 9 April 1994, AVO was raped by an Interahamwe named
KARERANGABO. The Interahamwe raped Tutsi women in Akarambo cellule.

Kibungo

o 11 ApriI t994, Jean-Baptiste GATETE, with Kayonza
67 On or about 10 t .-~. ~~-~ ̂ -~,2a ~~,ldiers and the Interahamwe, to
. " . ~-~--*:., ~çNKWARE, transporte« ~~-,, ......
bourgmestre L, elwmx ~,--

i.,, ound Togëther they attacked the Mukarange parmsse
the Mukarange parotsse comp . * ~ ,r..,¢i were t~ed and ldlled as a result of
compound where Tutsi refugees were locatea. ~-~ .......

rap

Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions.
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68. On or about and between 10 and 15 April 1994, in Kayonza, Jean-Baptiste
GATETE, with Célestin SENKWARE, Kayonza bourgmestre, commanded the
Interahamwe to tape Tutsi women assembled in the b~eau command courtyard. Tutsi
women were dragged off by the Interahamwe and raped.

69. After the rapes and the killings, the Interahamwe retumed to the Kayonza bureau
communal courtyard where Jean-Baptiste GATETE addressed them again, ordering,
instigating and instigating them to go to the adjoining secteurs of Nyarusage, Nkamba
and Giparara to rape and exterminate the remaining Tutsi. Both Jean-Baptiste GATETE
and Célestin SENKWARE provided their vehicles to the Interahamwe to facilitate the
attacks. Tutsi were raped and killed as a result of Jean Baptiste GATETE’s actions.

The acts and omissions of Jean-Baptiste GATETE detailed herein are punishable in

reference co Articles 22 and 23 of the Stature.

Dated at Arusha, this e~GI day of November 2004:

Hassan Bubacar JaHow
The Prosecutor
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